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Outline

• Time dependent whisker growth, stop-and-go (intermittent) pattern

• Why the intermittent growth can be of interest practically and scientifically

• What makes whisker grow? A brief outline of existing theories

• The electrostatic theory:  long whiskers are energetically favorable

• Growth in the random energy landscape: barriers and stopping times

• How we approached the intermittency statistics quantitatively 

• Results, predictions, and recommendations



Stop-and-go (intermittent) whisker growth
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Significance of intermittent growth pattern

• Practical: 
predictability compromised  when a temporarily stopped 
whisker is counted as fully formed. Accelerated (limited time) 
testing of whisker propensity should account for the possibility 
of ‘after-death’ whisker growth and intermittent patterns. How 
often a whiskers length must be measured not to overlook a 
relatively short time intermittency?

• Scientific:
what is the nature of whisker growth stochasticity? 
Understanding of metal whisker growth should include factors 
of random nature. Metal whiskers appear to be an object of the 
physics of disordered systems, call upon statistical description.



What makes whiskers grow? 
A brief outline of existing theories: it is stress

E. Chason et al 2010: stress M. Sobiech et al 2010:
Stress gradient

P. Vianco et al 2016: DRX
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All models discuss some processes in materials and do not discuss why:
• Whiskers grow long and slim reaching aspect ratios up to 10,000
• They grow on metals
• They are all different and unpredictable
• ... Lots of other problems: concentration, growth rate, statistics...
• No explanation of intermittent growth



Electrostatic theory
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Imperfect metal surfaces 
contain random charged 
patches that create 
significant electric fields, 
up to 1 MV/cm

Like charges repel
producing an outward stress. 
Where the material is weak 
enough, whiskers can grow. 
They provide polarization 
electrostatic energy gain –p*E

Electric forces are omnipresent and long-ranged

V. G. Karpov, Phys. Rev. Appl.1, 044001 (2014)



Electrostatic forces are random 
leading to whisker statistics
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L is the patch size

Beyond the patch size (r>>L) 
whiskers grow in a random field by 
many oppositely charged patches

• Rapid growth while either + or –
fields dominate along the length.

• For large lengths, + and – fields 
start balancing each other. 

• Whiskers stop growing at certain 
random lengths (statistics)

• Can resume growth after a while

Whiskers along predominantly

reddish + or bluish - paths

E

V. G. Karpov, Phys. Rev. Appl.1, 044001 (2014)



Examples of conducting filaments  
forming in strong electric fields
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K. M. Kim et. al. Nanotechnology 22, 254002(2011) 

Many examples of filament formation under electric bias include both detrimental 
effects (shunting) and useful applications (switching in resistive memory)

A.Sawa, Materials Today, 
11, 28 (2008)

I. Valov et. al., J Solid State Electrochem, 17,365(2013) 
Structures pulled up by a strong electric field on 
the surface of a molten metal [G. A. Mesyats, 

Explosive Electron Emission, URO-Press, Ekaterinberg, 
(1998); p.29].



Charge patch model 
(older than whiskers)

• The surface must be neutral overall (zero electric flux): 
hence, combination of positively and negatively charged 
domains similar to a chess board, but not that ordered.

• Characterized by a single geometrical dimension L.
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Electric field distribution and energy
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In a metal whisker of length h, 
the electric dipole moment induced is p= h3E, 
the dipole energy gain in the field FE=-p*E ~ -h

On the other hand there is energy loss due to 
side surface energy FS~h

Depending on charge configuration, 
the fields vary between different 
regions and so are whiskers.

Some rare configurations [like (b) 
and (c)]create fields strong enough to 
make whiskers energetically favorable 
(FE+FS<0)



Whisker statistics: approach
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A whisker stops growing when its tip enters a region of low field, so its 
further polarization gain is overbalanced by the surface energy loss
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• Via Coulomb’s law, E is a linear 
functional of surface charge density 
n(r).

• Statistics of n  statistics of E
statistics of FE statistics of barriers

It stops here, but can resume 
growth after a while



Whisker statistics: results
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Note that the probability of 
short stopping times is 
much larger that that of 
long times. Short time 
stoppings can be overlooked



Conclusions

• The electrostatic theory naturally predicts the stochastic intermittent kinetics 
of whisker growth.

• The stopping barriers probabilistic distribution is close to uniform.

• The stopping time distribution is close to 1/

• Short time interruptions are more likely and can be overlooked unless 
intentionally tracked.

• The barriers typically extend over the entire length ranges at which they 
appear; the next barrier for the same whisker is expected when its length 
changes by an order of magnitude.

• The characteristic barrier height increases with whisker length linearly and 
the characteristic stopping time increases exponentially.
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Practical suggestion

Industry standards for whisker propensity limited time

tests (such as by Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council), 
need to be approached statistically, predicting with a certain 
probability the long-term growth, for example, the probability of 
a certain whisker growth during the desired time interval. 

Industrial protocols for such statistical predictions can be 
attempted based on a theory such as the above quantifying 
possible losses in the spirit of actuarial analyses.
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